
Peder Gellert's career starts in Fredericia Shipping & Spedition 

After elementary school in Fredericia, Peder Gellert was an intern as an electromechanic, and he was on his 

way to becoming a private in the army in this area of work. Instead, he chose upper secondary school "to 

get another three years to think about the future." 

After school he took a one-year linguistic business exam, and during a company presentation he spoke with 

Niels Jørgen Andersen, who was the director and owner of Fredericia Shipping & Spedition (and whose wife 

was Peder's English teacher at school – and later godmother for Corona Seaways). This meeting was the 

start of Peder's shipping career. 

The long hair, however, had to be sacrificed before he started in 1979 on a two-year apprenticeship with a 

year in the freight forwarding department and one in shipping. Here, DFDS came close. He dealt with an 

employee who was a booking agent for DFDS, so he came to book transport on the England routes, i.e. 

from Esbjerg to Newcastle and Grimsby (where you could sail 40 years ago). When Fredericia Shipping was 

an agent, he was also involved in delivering the DFDS ships Somerset and Surrey (the first ro-ro ships) to 

new buyers. 

Broad apprenticeship 

The training was very broad and also included truck traffic on the continent and in Scandinavia, and as he 

had a heavy goods vehicle driving license, he also occasionally drove a truck abroad as a driver or 

companion. 

“At the same time, we began as pupils like water clerks, who had to go down to the harbour and with the 

customs officers cleared ships – right down to small German vessels with 150 tonnes of grain – when they 

arrived. So there were shifts at all times of the day, and so we also got a taste of the trials Brexit might risk 

recreating.” 

So he gained an all-round insight into the transport industry – great ballast for a leader of the Ferry 

Division. 

Forward for Fredericia port – and Peder 

The municipal Port of Fredericia used the income from the oil terminal to invest in new quay facilities and a 

transport centre near the major motorway junction, but the results seemed to fail.  

However, unlike other large ports, Fredericia wasn’t hit by the many dockers’ strikes in the mid-1980s as 

they had a dockers’ club with great willingness to solve problems. Therefore, DFDS used the port to handle 

the goods to and from England during the strikes. 

This put focus on the port, which had been dredged to a depth of 15 metres, also from the small and 

medium-sized grain and feed companies that had difficulty competing with the industry's two major 

players, the privately owned KFK and the cooperative DLG. Strikes in Odense and Esbjerg brought the ships 

to Fredericia and through the contacts created through this a good idea arose with Peder and Niels Jørgen 

Andersen. “The Danish feed companies were unable to cooperate, but by bringing together the smaller 

purchasers who had previously purchased from Hamburg or Antwerp, the purchases were so large that we 

could import directly from the US or South America. Thus one could suddenly compete with the big ones,” 

he says. 



In 1984, they welcomed the ship Mærsk Neptun from Mississippi to Fredericia with 42,000 tonnes of soy 

and coal in the same ship – the first big ship with such goods in a Danish port. “I was deeply committed to 

it, right down to driving the loader in the warehouse, so we could get the goods in and the ship sailing again 

before Christmas,” says Peder. 

At the same time, investments were also made in a warehouse and grain outlets. Denmark was a net 

exporter of grain because of surplus stocks and own production of bread grain, and now we had 

connections to global trading houses such as Continental Grain, Louis Dreyfus etc. We did much of this with 

Copenhagen Merchants, which is a brokerage firm in Charlottenlund. Now, together with Fredericia 

Shipping, it owns and operates large warehousing and unloading / loading facilities in several large Danish 

ports. “From the mid-eighties, we had developed the port from being an oil port to a central trading port 

with calls for large Panamax vessels and great range of products,” says Peder. 

Peder also completed his education as a certified shipbroker in 1991. 

 


